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C H I L D R E N ’ S  O V E R T U R E
This international potpourri of children’s melodies was commissioned in 1964 by Robert A. 
Boudreau, founder and conductor of the American Wind Symphony of Pittsburgh. Since 1975 
the band has presented concerts sailing the waterways of North America and Europe from the 
deck of its own floating arts center, Counterpoint II. During that time Boudreau and the C.F. 
Peters Corporation have commissioned hundreds of works from many of the world’s major 
composers.

D R E A M C A T C H E R
According to the Ojibwa People, dreams, both good and bad, float about in the night air. Above 
the sleeper hangs a magic hoop delicately crisscrossed with animal sinews and decorated 
with feathers. The good dreams, knowing the way, pass through freely. The bad dreams, not 
knowing the way, become entangled in the dreamcatcher and are dissolved by the first light 
of day. The opening and closing sections of the composition are inspired by the light, aerial 
nature of the dreamcatcher, and by the restfulness of sleep. The middle section suggests a 
reoccurring nightmare. Many rhythms and melodic motives have been influenced by Native 
American music. Most can be traced back to the opening oboe solo.

note by the composer

A  G R A I N G E R  T R I P T Y C H
Percy Grainger was a prolific composer and collector of folk songs in the early 20th century; 
this collection is a set of three tunes based on his original vocal settings of folk songs from 
different European regions: Sweden, England, and Scotland. These arrangements are the first 
of their kind, never-before scored for wind band.

The first movement, “Dalvisa,” is an arrangement of Grainger’s original setting for a cappella 
mixed chorus on wordless syllables and based on the brief melody of a folk song from 
Dalarna, Sweden. Though Grainger only wrote music for the first two verses, the third verse 
provides the main character of the story and is included here for context:

The winds whisper softly in the forests,
The waterfalls surge out into the rivers,

The waves move slowly in motion,
The waves move slowly in motion,

Moving slowly towards the shores of the Siljan.

The full moon glimmers between the skies
The light twinkles from the villages
The mountain crests are encircled

 “A very important case came to me from a man who was himself a psychiatrist. One 
 day he brought me a handwritten booklet he had received as a Christmas present 
 from his ten-year-old daughter. It contained a whole series of dreams she had had 
 when she was eight. They made up the weirdest series of dreams I had ever seen, 
 and I could well understand why her father was more than just puzzled by them. 
 Though childlike, they were uncanny, and contained images whose origin was wholly 
 incomprehensible to the father…

 In the unabridged German original, each dream begins with the words of the old fairy 
 tale: “Once upon a time….” By these words the little dreamer suggests that she felt 
 each dream were a sort of fairy tale, which she wants to tell her father as a Christmas 
 present. The father tried to explain the dreams in terms of their context. But he could 
 not do so because there appeared to be no personal associations with them…

 [The little girl] died of an infectious disease about a year after that Christmas…”

 [The dreams were a preparation for death, expressed through short stories, like the 
 tales told at primitive initiations.]

 The little girl was approaching puberty and at the same time, the end of her life. Little 
 or nothing in the symbolism of her dreams points to the beginning of a normal adult 
 life…. When I first read her dreams, I had the uncanny feeling that they suggested 
 impending disaster….

 These dreams open up a new and rather terrifying aspect of life and death. One 
 would expect to find such images in an aging person who looks back upon life, rather 
 than to be given them by a child…. Their atmosphere recalls the old Roman saying, 
 “Life is a short dream,” rather than the joy and exuberance of its springtime…. 
 Experience shows that the unknown approach of death casts an adumbratio(an 
 anticipatory shadow) over the life and dreams of the victim. Even the altar in Christian 
 churches represents, on the one hand, a tomb, and on the other, a place of resurrection 
 – the transformation of death into eternal life.”

I have selected five of the twelve dreams as motifs for the movements of this composition:

 I. There is a desert on the moon where the dreamer sinks so deeply into the ground 
  that she reaches hell.
 II. A drunken woman falls into the water and comes out renewed and sober.
 III. A horde of small animals frightens the dreamer. The animals increase to a tremendous 
  size, and one of them devours the little girl.
 IV. A drop of water is seen as it appears when looked at through a microscope. The girl 
  sees that the drop is full of tree branches. This portrays the origin of the world.
 V. An ascent into heaven where pagan dances are being celebrated; and a descent into 
  hell where angels are doing good deeds.

note by the composer 
excerpts from pp. 69-75 of Man and His Symbols by Carl Jung. New York: Doubleday, 1964



The mountain crests are encircled
It is encircled beautifully by northern light fires.

Alone in the quiet starry nights
Far away on the high Mora plains

I herd my sheep
I herd my sheep

Herd and sing on my own.  

The second movement, “Died for Love,” is the tenth song in Grainger’s collection of British 
Folk-Music Settings. Originally for ‘Woman’s Voice’ (mezzo-soprano) and the option of three 
different versions of accompaniment – Woodwind Trio or Muted String Trio or Piano – it is 
“Lovingly and reverently dedicated to the memory of Edvard Grieg.”

There are many different verses and titles to this well-known ballad, though the integrity 
is maintained with just the stanzas below. The following reflects the text from Grainger’s 
phonograph recording of Mr. Taylor, though Grainger chose to not include the second verse in 
his original setting. (See pronunciation key below text from Grainger’s original notes)

I wish my baby it ė* was born,
lyin’ smilin’ on its father’s knee,

add-nd (and)** I was dead and in my grave, 
and green gress (grass) growin’ all over me.

I wish, I wish, but it’s all in vain
I wish I was a maid again 

But a maid again that never can be
Since that-e-young farmer sat wooing me

Dig me my grave long, wide and deep,
put a marbil (marble) stone at my head and feet;
bu ̇t*** a tu ̇rtle*** white dove put over abȯve***
for to let the world know that I died for lȯve.***

Pronunciation Key:
* “ė” is a folksinger’s “nonsense syllable”

and should be sounded just like the word “err.”
** “add-nd” should rhyme with “maddened.”

*** sound the “u ̇” in “bu ̇t” and “tu ̇rtle”
and the “ȯ” in “abȯve” and “lȯve”

like the “u” in “butcher.” 

Regarding Grainger’s original setting of the tune from the final movement, “Skye Boat Song,” 
Jason Goodwin of the New York Times wrote: 

 “As described in the score, Skye Boat Song is an “Old Highland Rowing 
 Measure” – ‘highland’ of course referring to Scotland and rowing ‘measure’ 
 meaning a song that is sung while rowing to keep the rhythm of the strokes. 

 It is the third of twelve Scottish folk songs within a published collection of 
 Grainger’s, entitled ‘Songs of the North.’
 This piece is in song form, alternating between a ‘chorus’ and four verses; each 
 section is labeled within the score and parts of this arrangement. The lyrics 
 tell the story of Bonnie Prince Charlie and his escape to the Isle of Skye after 
 having been defeated in the Battle of Culloden… the so-called ‘lad... born to be 
 king’ fled his pursuers in a small boat, disguised as the serving-maid of a 
 woman called Flora MacDonald.”

CHORUS
Speed, bonnie boat, like a bird on the wing, 

Onward! The sailors cry; 
Carry the lad that’s born to be King 

Over the sea to Skye.
 

VERSE 1
Loud the winds howl, loud the waves roar,

Thunderclaps rend the air;
Baffled, our foes stand by the shore, 

Follow they will not dare.

VERSE 2
Though the waves leap, soft shall ye sleep,

Ocean’s a royal bed.
Rocked in the deep, Flora will keep 

Watch by your weary head.

VERSE 3
Many’s the lad fought on that day
Well the Claymore could wield, 

When the night came, silently lay
Dead in Culloden’s field.

VERSE 4
Burned are their homes; exile and death

Scatter the loyal men; 
Yet ere the sword cool in the sheath

Charlie will come again.
note by Vanessa Heuck

A  C H I L D ’ S  G A R D E N  O F  D R E A M S
A Child’s Garden of Dreams was commissioned by John and Marietta Paynter for the 
Northwestern University Symphonic Wind Ensemble. It was composed in the summer of 1981 
and premiered by Northwestern in 1982.

The following material is from Man and His Symbols by Carl Jung:


